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Project MUSE provides access to thousands of books across a large range of subjects within the humanities  
and social sciences. A wide variety of acquisition options makes it easy to build digital scholarly book collections to meet 
your institution’s needs and budget. Participating publishers select the titles they offer on the MUSE platform, and decide 
through which product models they will make their books available.

MUSE offers tiered pricing on our Annual Frontlist Book Collections, providing value for all sizes and types of libraries. The 
Books Custom Collection option allows a library to build and buy a set of books tailored to its specific needs and available 
funds, with discounts for larger collections. Highly flexible Evidence-Based Acquisition and Single Title Purchasing options 
allow for selection of the books most in demand by researchers and faculty.

Each year, Project MUSE offers a selection of frontlist collections for advance purchase, providing access to the newest titles 
from our participating publishers. These collections are typically available for pre-purchase by October of the year preceding 
the calendar year in which the books are published, and access to included titles is provided as soon as the newly-published 
books are live on the MUSE platform. Annual Frontlist Collections remain available for the duration of the calendar year 
during which the new books are being released, with midyear purchasers immediately gaining access to all books already on 
the platform in the selected collection. Purchase of a MUSE Annual Frontlist Collection conveys perpetual access rights and 
interlibrary loan permission for the included books.

Project MUSE Book Products

Request pricing and more information on MUSE book products for your library: about.muse.jhu.edu/about/quote

Annual Frontlist Collections

Detailed descriptions of the available collections: about.muse.jhu.edu/librarians/book-collections

AFRICAN STUDIES

AMERICAN STUDIES

ARCHAEOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY 

ART AND ARCHITECTURE

ASIAN AND PACIFIC STUDIES

EDUCATION AND RHETORIC

ECOLOGY AND EVOLUTION 

FILM, THEATER, AND DANCE 

GENDER STUDIES

GLOBAL CULTURAL STUDIES

HISTORY

JEWISH STUDIES

LANGUAGE AND LINGUISTICS 

LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES

LITERATURE 

MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES

MUSIC

NATIVE AMERICAN AND INDIGENOUS STUDIES

PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION

POETRY, FICTION AND CREATIVE NON-FICTION

POLITICAL SCIENCE AND POLICY STUDIES

PSYCHOLOGY 

PUBLIC HEALTH AND HEALTH POLICY

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND MEDIA

RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES

UNITED STATES REGIONAL STUDIES:

MIDWEST

NEW ENGLAND AND MID ATLANTIC

SOUTH

WEST

Annual Frontlist Collections are available for a wide variety of humanities and social science subjects, and also by area 
studies. A Complete Collection is also available, including every newly-released collection book on the platform for the year. 
(Note that publishers may designate some titles be excluded from collection sales.) Each book is assigned to only one subject 
collection and one area studies collection, so libraries may purchase more than one collection without concern for overlap.

HERMENEIA: A Critical and Historical Commentary on the Bible
KARL MARX AND FREDERICK ENGELS: Collected Works

A small number of specially-themed book sets are also available as collections on MUSE.

THE BOOKER T. WASHINGTON PAPERS
DIETRICH BONHOEFFER WORKS  

Special Sets

http://about.muse.jhu.edu/about/quote
http://about.muse.jhu.edu/librarians/book-collections


Project MUSE Books Custom Collections offer a flexible and cost-effective way to acquire books on 
the MUSE platform. A Custom Collection provides a library with ultimate choice to create a selection 
that meets both their needs and their budget. All books for sale on the platform may be included in 
a custom collection. Design a collection the easy way by filtering our thousands of titles by subject, 
publisher, publication date, or price - or more closely curate a collection by making individual title 
selections. Easily add electronic access for existing print holdings, instantly gain resources to support 
a new program/major, or quickly address course needs with a collection tailored to instructor requests.

Discounts are available for selected custom collections. (Note that publishers may designate some titles as not eligible for 

discounting. These may be included in a custom collection at full price.) Purchase of a MUSE Books Custom Collection 

conveys perpetual access rights and interlibrary loan permission for the included books.

Evidence-Based Acquisition (EBA) of 
Books on Project MUSE provides libraries 
with an option to open up discovery 
and access for thousands of high-quality 
scholarly books, allowing faculty and 
students to find and make use of the 
most relevant content for their research 
and teaching. The user experience is 
as if your institution already owns the 
book, with unlimited simultaneous usage, 
downloading and printing of DRM-free 
PDF chapters. Monthly reports allow 
you to track the books receiving use, and 
select for permanent acquisition those 
titles best suited for your collection. The 
access available via an EBA program also 
allows library subject selectors to more 
thoroughly review titles recommended by 
faculty or approval profiles before making 
purchase decisions.

EBA programs may be tailored to meet 
specific collection development needs and 
budgets, through limiting the access pool 
by subject, publication year, publisher, 
or price. All books made available by the 
publisher for individual sale on the MUSE 
platform may also be included in EBA. 

Contact muse_sales@jhu.edu to talk 
about initiating EBA with MUSE.

Most books on the MUSE platform are 
also offered individually for institutional 
perpetual access purchase. MUSE 
works with third parties to facilitate the 
purchasing of individual book titles, 
allowing libraries to acquire electronic 
books on MUSE through familiar, 
established channels. Publishers opt-in to 
participate in the single title sales program, 
select the books that will be available, and 
set prices for single title purchasing.

Single title purchasing is currently available 
through GOBI Library Solutions from 
EBSCO, and via the OASIS and RIALTO 
platforms from ProQuest. Specific title 
availability information and pricing 
is accessible through these partners. 
Libraries are encouraged to contact their 
preferred vendor for more information on 
incorporating MUSE books in eApproval 
plans, receiving title notifications, and how 
to order individual titles.

MUSE also offers direct single title 
purchasing on our platform. Contact 

muse_sales@jhu.edu to inquire about 
direct purchase of an individual book for 
your library.

Books Custom Collections

Evidence-Based 
Acquisition

Single Title  
Book Purchasing

Learn more about 
custom collections:

about.muse.jhu.
edu/librarians/
books-custom-
collections

Project MUSE hosts a growing collection 
of several thousand fully open access 
(OA) books, offering distinguished 
scholarly publishers a platform for 
their OA titles which ensures visibility, 
discoverability, and wide dissemination. 
A significant proportion of OA books 
on MUSE are offered in an adaptable 
HTML5 format, while the remainder 
appear as chapter-level PDFs, all with 
unlimited downloading and printing.

Books are made OA on MUSE through 
a wide variety of funding initiatives. The 
publishers of the books determine the 
licensing terms under which the titles  
are made available.

OA books on MUSE are freely available 
to libraries and users around the world. 
The OA book content may be discovered 
using the standard platform tools 
and will appear in searches alongside 
chapters and articles from an institution’s 
subscribed or purchased materials. Free 
MARC records are offered and metadata 
for the books is shared with a wide 
variety of industry partners.

Open Access 
Books on MUSE

More information about open access on 
the MUSE platform:

about.muse.jhu.edu/muse/open-
access-overview
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Project MUSE collaborates with hundreds of mission-driven publishers to curate 
our collection of essential books in the humanities and social sciences. Enhancing 
the discoverability of high-quality scholarship is crucial to growing our collective 
knowledge. Our business model sustains our publishers while keeping our collections 
affordable for libraries. Our participating publishers include university presses of all 
sizes from around the globe, scholarly societies, academic departments, scholar-led 
presses, and related not-for-profit publishing entities. Publishers may have gated 
titles, open access titles, or a mixture of both, on the MUSE platform.

Participating Publishers

Administrative tools, including usage statistics, customized holdings lists, and free 
KBART files and MARC records, are available via the MUSE Library Dashboard. 
A free account is required for access.

Resources for Librarians

Request a MUSE Library Dashboard account: about.muse.jhu.edu/create_account

• No DRM, unlimited simultaneous 
usage, and no restrictions on printing 
or downloading

• Books in chapter-level PDF format, no 
special reader required

• COUNTER-compliant usage statistics

• Free MARC records

• Archiving and preservation via Portico

• Responsive, accessible, mobile-
compatible platform

• Faceted searching; filter results by 
subject area, publisher, series, author, 
language, and date of publication

• Enhanced browsing by subject area, 
title, or publisher, across books and 
journals

• Access to MUSE content through 
major discovery and linking services

• Citation tools, social sharing, related 
content suggestions, and More by this 
Author links

• MyMUSE accounts allow saving a 
library of favorite books and chapters 
and setting up content alerts by 
subject or publisher

Features of Project MUSE Books

Search and Discovery Highlights

Project MUSE also offers a variety of support materials for use at your institution. 
Order or download user guides, tutorials, and promotional materials for distribution.

Access these resources and more, visit: about.muse.jhu.edu/resources

View a complete list of publishers with books on MUSE: 

about.muse.jhu.edu/muse/publishers/books

Visit the Product pages in the For 
Librarians section of our website to learn 
more about the book acquisition options 
available to your library: 

about.muse.jhu.edu/librarians

Preview the book experience on MUSE 
by viewing one of our many Open Access 
book titles: 

about.muse.jhu.edu/muse/
open-access-overview

Empowering Your Next Discovery P: +1 410.516.6989
E: muse@jh.edu 

2715 N. Charles St
Baltimore, MD 21218-4363 USAMUSE.JHU.EDU

Built on the Johns Hopkins University campus
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